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Yoga pants stars and stripes

Clementine D.Working on my fitness and feeling watery while doing in. Super comfortable and bottom L fits well on my body. I'm 5'9-163lbs to refer toTiffany M.Whether I'm climbing a mountain or grocery shopping. I can always trust the feeling on top of the world in those pants. Great bag to hold your electrolyes and phone for beautiful pictures. Compression is just right in those
pants. I'm 5'2. With curves. And the medium is just perfect. I folded from the bottom up once. But it's a perfect touchAlexia I.These leggings are very comfortable and flattering while also being fun and different. I absolutely love ❤️allysha S.These are my favorite pair of leggings that I have! I like this compression there while still being comfortable. When I run or workout I NEED
bags and they keep things in place so that nothing falls off orMaria W.These is one of my first pairs of CNC leggings more than a year and a half ago. They are well used and remain extremely comfortable without losing Andy's quality after washing. I always get praise on them. Can't blame them though, because they're awesome leggings. Samantha G.My me and I both have
these people and love to use them together. Suzanne T.These leggings are so AWESOME! These leggings &amp; companies are awesome! They are very well done and look so good on! I teach yoga, and when I wear these things to teach, I get a lot of praise! They have perfect length, great waist height and wear very well! LOVE them and order the shorts as well! The size is a
little small on the small side, so they are correct to say that if you are between two sizes, order up. Katy K.Love leggings, wish I was able to watch the first size video since I'm only 5'3 I'll probably buy 7/8 lengths next time, but I'll be buying moreJennifer A.Love them! They are very comfortable! It's like having a second skin on. Perfect for rehearsals. Squat and deadlift are
approved. Elizabeth R.I loves leggings! They are very comfortable! Becky L.Stars &amp; Bars After buying and loving seamless leggings, I wanted to add a few more pairs. I saw thin blue line leggings drop. I told a brand ambassador to buy LAO line leggings a size up from seamlessly as they ran smaller than I did. when I ordered because the design of Stars and Bars and the TB
series looked identical, I also ordered them in one medium. These end up feeling like a bit like seamless and less like the TB line. The media is a wee bit too big. They are baggie in the ankle and knee area. I wish I had been able to figure this out sooner and could have exchanged them, c'est le vie. However, I really, really love the leggings, and the more consistent ones are as
seamless, in my opinion. Irishmoore17:heart: ️ owned both the stars and stripes leggings and shorts I love them. The ladies at the gym always complement them. I love CnC and if I ever have a problem it is resolved quickly. Ashley S.Love! I absolutely LOVE those leggings! Not only are they super cute designs, but they are also the most comfortable leggings. It will take a lot to get
me to switch to a leggings brand at the moment. Love this company! April S.Definitely Fun. definitely smaller. When I received the leggings, I forgot that description saying they ran smaller. This is true, but not exactly the way you expected. They fit like compression leggings, which is great! But those are different seams. They are almost tighter, or in this case, actually smaller. I
guess I'm in the middle of the size, so the next size up should have been the way to go. But I don't believe people wouldn't get too big. Once they got in, they fit great, so I didn't need to give them back. They look great and fit pretty well despite the tight seams. I was able to give them a 5, but the seams ... Squat checks the evidence. Check the compression. Cute-check.Courtney
S.Caregiver approved!! I absolutely love leggings!!!! I want to give an assessment that's a little different because they don't matter as much to work out as they do for my day to day. My husband is a combat three-amputee wounded vet and squat evidence is mandatory for me. I had different brands that claim to be squat evidence but didn't. I spend all day helping my husband
move from one thing to another. Hes all around the bad@ and will jump down and scoot to do whatever he needs. I squat low and raise my hand to help him get back to the chair. I need to be more concerned about my husband's safety then whether my leggings will rip or become seen through. Thank you CnC for making a product that gives me the confidence I need while still
looking lovely!!! Mariah M.Looooove AMAZING! I really just put on and they're very comfortable. One of the five pairs I ordered during the sale so I'm excited for others! I wore my other pair to go training for the first time since having my child and was very happy with how comfortable I was! Brittany F.sizing It seems that this particular pair is scaled down to resize. they run slightly
smaller than my other CNC leggings. Beautiful and very soft! :)Sarah S.AMAZING I've received a lot of praise for these beautiful leggings! The fit is perfect, the material is excellent, and I am very pleased with them! Karyssa S.These leggings need not be introduced If these leggings are not in your collection they need to be :flag-us: The Red White &amp; Badass is just ... That's
too bad! What better way to beautiful American Suppor then with bad guys! Mark Wolford. Many quality. Very wow. These things are SUPER comfortable and allow to move Many. Brittney R.The best leggings It never fails that people ask me where I got those awesome leggings from, in my workouts. This is my first pair of leggings, and I almost hate working out in them, because
So comfortable that I just wanted to lie in it. The bag is awesome, and you just can't beat the stars and model stripes. They are amazing! Sure to buy a few more: 0) MikaelaGod Bless America These leggings are miniature images of perfection. The waist and high bag are incredible and the stitching is very flattering for everyone! It is extremely clear that both designers and owners
have spent a lot of time on leggings and that they sink their hearts and souls into them. Thank you both! Red, white and Badass leggings will make bald eagles scream with pride and will earn you a nod of approval from the founding fathers. Your love of America will also increase by one million percent. YvonneFreedom Pants Although I'm not one of the lucky women to snag one
because they sell out IN UNDER 5 MINUTES, you bet your playful wares that as soon as they arrive in im stock GETTING ME A PAIR! I like the pants you create and I'll be proud to wear them as soon as they come back!!! :heart: ️:heart: ️:heart: ️TayGreat leggings, Excited for the next release The leggings are beautiful!! It took me too long to visit the site during the release to get
them, but I will definitely get them in the near future! Aleen B.CNC REPRESENTATION BAD*SS WOMEN This company is absolutely extraordinary and I am very proud to wear a brand that supports and motivates women's mission who is helping other women. Not only are pants leggings 110% squat proof but they have perfect pockets, colors, and they are extremely durable.
CristinaLove! Absolutely admired the design!!! Can't wait for them to be in stock again :)KrystalEmpowering Patriotism I can't wait for my leggings to arrive. I love this company because of its solid love and it supports women all over the spectrum. Our First Amendment rights are part of the foundation of our country and I think it takes a very strong woman to speak her mind,
regardless of her views! We will not be silent, we will not be stifled and we will not give up standing for what we believe in... THAT'S what we have in common, THAT'S how we connect! I LOVE THIS COMPANY! :flag-us:Joshua Can't wait! I like leggings! My wife is goin to find amaizng in them! It's even better that Infitdel designed them himself! Can't wait to see what else she
designs! Britta A.The absolute best! These leggings are AMAZING! Whether you agree or disagree with an ambassador's point of view, these reviews are meant to look at the products, not the people who sell them. Please don't be too sensitive. These leggings fit in size, comfort, and show support for the best countries in the world! Will buy any future products based on quality!
CalistaAMAZING DESIGN/DESIGN: Flag-us: I WISH I got my hands on this before they sold out. Not only did I love the design, but I also admired the wonderful water woman who designed I've been a devotee of hers for years. She is not afraid to say how things they are, and stand her ground. She is a kind of BS without girls that can care less about what others think of her. She
is an example of a true lover who loves this country. I respect her and this company as best I can. I definitely plan to buy these as soon as they restock. Thanks, infitdel for being a part of what makes America great:heart: ️:flag-us:BrookeAmazing!!! I missed the first release of these leggings and you can bet that I won't make that mistake again! I plan to get everything Red White
and Badass next restock! Legging curves are of such great quality and if anything is not right with them Sarah does everything she can to make sure your leggings are perfect! Infitdel also will not only help you if you have questions about curves but she is also a great person that I will always respect! She created a unique pair of leggings that represented her. If people have a
problem with her it's one thing but to bash a product that she has worked hard to create and you never really buy or have anything to say about the actual product has no point in leaving a comment to begin with. MjamesonMerica F**k YA! Absolutely AMAZINGGGGG. Design and quality 110% value per penny. And in other news as people have said that everyone has their own
opinion if you do not like it and there is nothing nice to say that I am sure if it is not your parents, but I hope someone has shared with you the meaning of RESPECT. Well. Cool. TYSM CCB is a great company. KateLove Curves Leggings! I'm not sure when a review of leggings turns into a personal attack on models/designers. Lame. Anyway, I like curve leggings and what the
company represents. I have nets, ballerinas, and full lengths all in a variety of colors. The fit is excellent. The full length is a bit long on me and I'm 5'5 so if you're shorter I'll say go for 7/8 lengths. I also like that they have a variety of lengths on this since most companies don't do it. There is something for everyone. I missed getting specific ones but was just ordering and getting
camo forest. As for reviews that say they are similar to American AF leggings certainly possible in design but American AF has a lot of designs, it would be difficult not to have something similar. However, I can guarantee the leggings don't have the same fit and quality as curves and consider them sold out in minutes I think the review is inappropriate. Great company, great
leggings, and great reps, I'll keep buying from here. I wish I could file please be an ambassador for Curves. Unfortunately, my current job won't allow it at the moment. Thanks Curves! DanielThese is looking for amazing leggings! These are awesome looking leggings. MERICA! :flag-us: Buy me a pair Niece, and daughter-in-law. All legging curves are of excellent quality. Hannah
R.America as F**K I hope to get my hands on a pair of amazing leggings! How can you not feel watery while wearing these American leggings! Love the brand and what they stand for and leggings are so damn cute!! CassandraLOVE All leggings on this site fit the size. the community is amazing!! it's like a family!! Inappropriate love, she is very inspiring!!! Keep making great
leggings!!!! LawrenBack off I don't own the leggings yet but I just saw the insta story about the hater on his review. If you have a problem with leggings then we all enjoyed constructive criticism but infitdel is a hard-working mother who fought for your freedom to bash her on the internet. There is some respect. Just because people disagree politically doesn't mean you attack
someone's character. United States AmberWow! Yes, leggings ARE everything they are cracking up to be and more. Squatproof, POCKETS!!!, and American AF. For those who don't like Infitdel because she doesn't support your lifestyle, shit tough. You obviously don't support her, too. Don't expect what you don't give, you feel me? Don't scream for tolerance when you don't give
it. AllysonInFITdel and her BADASSERYYYY!!! Not only are these leggings and badass this company (I have a lot of pairs of them from this company and I can't find a single thing to complain about!!!) but the wonderfully inspired woman INFITDEL who creates red-white and badass leggings is just as good....... IT'S BAD. She's as bad and amazing as a leggings. I can't wait to
flaunt those leggings and show the American pride that curves and combat boots have produced with the infitdel leggings created!! Pure perfect in my view!! :flag-us::flag-us::flag-us:Maddox_fluteI LOVE Infitdel and these leggings!! I still haven't got my hands on the bad boys, but I have 8 (maybe ripe!) pairs of Curves leggings so far, a sports bra, two tank tops, crop hoodie, and
small gym bag! So I know this brand has AMAZING quality and I expect no different from these people. There's a reason they sell out in 4 MINUTES. You do that, you're useless. You are part of the Curves family and I will always support you. :heart: ️ CAN'T WAIT TO GET THE!!! :heart_eyes::comfort: ️:two_hearts::flag-us::heart: ️:blue_heart:Alli S.best I've ever had there are't words
to describe how amazing these leggings are. they are just amazing. Mary K.Queen Badass: Infitdel I can't wait to get those leggings! I even put a reminder in my calendar for their release date and time. Curves is a Incredible company launches great products. I have never owned such a comfortable and effective pair of leggings in my life. They are lightweight, squat proof, and not
to mention they have POCKETS.:p ray::skin-tone-2: ray::skin-tone-2: the designer of special leggings, puts her heart and soul into everything that she promotes, whether it's her product, intellect, or love. This woman is an inspiration; She has a gift to reach out to and inspire people (not to mention designing some badass leggings!). I will continue to buy from this company as long
as they are around, and I will especially buy anything that Infitdel designs! Keep up the great work, Curves &amp; Infitdel! You all rock!:: ️:flag-us:LindseyDear Sav & Valerie Hey Sav & Valerie! Let's talk about freedom of speech, okay? But first, let me just say that leggings are always the best leggings IN: applause::skin-tone-2: THE:clap::skin-tone-2: GAME. I love all of me, and my
beloved, America loving hearts are 9 kinds of sad when these sell out in MINUTES! Best bet your patooty I'll be buying 5 pairs of bad guys when they restock! So, anyway, back to the little girls who left misestied about these leggings. Infitdel is anything but homophobic. She's a Christian with a big heart. Disagreeing with your lifestyle or politics does not equam to hate. You, on the
other hand, have shown your hypocrisy by being a few sacks of hateful sadness. Get a life, and then get the leggings. You won't regret:flag-us::kissing_heart:AnnaGood quality These leggings may be a bit expensive but are some of the best leggings on the market. They don't restrict me to being far away. Definitily will recommend them to my friends and familyClaireLoooove:
heart: ️ Although I have not been able to get my hands on this pair of leggings yet, I loooooove all the other clothes that I have purchased from this company! I like the message they represent and the quality of their clothes. These leggings are to die for and I can't wait until I can get a pair when they restock in August! The designer is one of the most powerfully intentioned women I
have ever seen and deserves all the credit that comes with designing such a wonderful, lasting leggings! Carolina B.Badass Awesome Leggings These leggings are beautifully designed and THEY HAVE BAGS!! Theyre definitely squat the evidence that's hard to find these days:+1::skin-tone-2: Cant believe they're selling out I want a pair I'll have to wait until August Worth yo
Moneyyy. And a big screw for two negative women who don't even buy leggings. That's right to shut up look at you VALERIE, quit getting sore butt than someones opinionsElizabethLove the leggings These leggings are super cute :) love the way they are designed:) Love red, white and blue. The love they are loves :heart: ️:flag-us:KruegerRed, White and Amazing Infitdel, you are
amazing for designing these! Each beam The curve I have is awesome and I can't WAIT to get the bad guy! The stretch, squat of evidence, and bags make them wear for every situation. I swear to God these things Put magic in every leggings because I've never had a problem and they fit so damn amazingly. And definitely make the ass look AMAZING! Keep up the great support
and love you bring to women. Not just great products. And I will continue to support the women behind the products and buy! :heart:EmilyLeggings First of all.... I LIKE LEGGINGS!!! By far my favorite brands, not only are they super durable and squat proof, they are also cute and comfortable. After reading all those reviews I love seeing all the positive love and support, but I don't
see how anyone would think writing such negative reviews would be okay, just because someone has a different perspective of certain topics doesn't give you the right to 'bully' them. There has been a lot of hate in the world. We need to learn to show more love and support for each other. JessLOVE I love this brand and their products so I'm happy to buy these leggings. I love
watching Infitdel and as a self-serving woman in AF, I am grateful for her service. It's so asinine to me that anyone would come here and write a bad review about a product that they didn't even buy by the designer. I bet you buy from and support tons of companies your opinion do not like. Let it go! Kayla A.The BEST! Wow... where do I even start?! The design on these leggings is
top notch, the way they fit is absolutely perfect and they are actually 100% SQUAT PROOF! I'm not sure how you make these but you've tapped into LEGGING GOLD! Every time I wear my CnC leggings, I get people praising them! When you look good, you feel good and the leggings do it!! Thank you so much for these things! DakotaLOVE LOVE LOVE!:flag-us::flag-us: I CAN'T
wait to own a pair of leggings!!! I love curves N combat products. The best leggings I've ever owned! TrishAMERICA! Order the leggings and can't wait until they arrive! To internet trolls.. Find something better to do with your life. God bless you! LizzF** great king leggings! Super excited to get my hands on leggings! Fortunately I'm the one to grab them before they sell out! I like
that they're high-waisted and stretchy! Give my growing belly some room! Awesome work on the infitdel!!! LittlemisspatriotRed White and badass! These leggings are so amazing! The colors are vibrant, the materials from the curve NEVER disappoint and the women who wear them are beautiful! Infitdel is KILLING the game with the bad boys! I never thought I would see such love
of the country and passion put on a pair of leggings but here they are! :flag-us::flag-us: flag-us: me:
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